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I. INTRODUCTION

Each Chief Justice of the United States makes his mark on his Court, leading different jurisprudential projects and agendas, and moving and developing the law in some area. The New Deal Court of Charles Evan Hughes extended government power and ultimately upheld the New Deal;\(^1\) the Warren Court is associated with the expansion of individual liberties, especially in the areas of racial equality, freedom of speech, and criminal procedure;\(^2\) the Rehnquist Court is associated with federalism.\(^3\) Even if a Court never completes its doctrinal project,\(^4\) it targets some area of the law in a

\(^*\) Professor of Law, FIU College of Law. This paper was presented in Evolution or Revolution? American Civil Procedure in the 21st Century, at the 2011 Meeting of the Southeastern Association of Law Schools.

particular direction. What a particular Court cares about may change over time and may not always be clear, especially in the early years of a new Court with a new Chief Justice and a mass of new members.

John G. Roberts was sworn in as Chief Justice of the United States in September 2005, and three Associate Justices have joined the Court since then.5 Entering its seventh Term in October 2011, the Roberts Court is newly engaged in an unexpected area—civil procedure. The Court includes four Justices whose backgrounds suggest particular solicitude for and perhaps keen interest in civil procedure: Chief Justice Roberts was a civil litigator; Justice Ginsburg, also a civil litigator, has written extensively on civil procedure; Justice Kagan taught civil procedure; and Justice Sotomayor was a district court judge for six years, meaning she alone among the Justices has worked with the Federal Rules and understands how they function on the ground.6 Over the past six Terms, the Court has heard and decided more than twenty cases in core civil procedure areas, including pleading,7 summary judgment,8 relation back of amended pleadings,9 personal jurisdiction,10 federal question jurisdiction,11 diversity jurisdiction,12 jurisdictionality,13

6. Id.
removal procedure, class actions, civil representation, arbitration of civil and civil rights claims in lieu of litigation, appealability, remedies, and the *Erie-Hanna* doctrine. Several of these decisions have been significant and potentially far-reaching.

The Court's re-engagement with civil procedure is welcome. While the lower courts do an admirable job in creating, developing, and applying procedural law, the Supreme Court is a necessary source of procedural leadership and, we would hope, clarity—a point Roberts made in his confirmation hearings.

Of course, having civil procedure on the doctrinal agenda will not draw the attention or ire of the popular media or the public; do not expect public calls to...
impeach Roberts over the scope of Rule 8(a). Indeed, it may not draw the attention of many beyond the civil procedure professoriate, and even then only with a modicum of sarcasm. In June 2011, Justice Kagan announced the unanimous decision in *Smith v. Bayer Corp.*, which dealt with the Anti-Injunction Act and the preclusive effect of a class certification decision, introducing the case as a “complicated procedural ruling.” One blogger reporting at the Court restated this introduction as, “if you understand anything I say, you have a law degree AND you had your cup of coffee.”

If civil procedure and the Federal Rules comprise a significant part of the Roberts Court’s emerging jurisprudential agenda, it is worth exploring the Court’s activity in this area, both to see and understand the trend that has been developing and to predict where it might go in coming years. This essay first examines some organizing themes in the recent decisions on the subject. It then considers the Court’s actions with respect to the other actors and procedures in civil rulemaking—Congress, lower federal courts, and the committees working under the Rules Enabling Act (REA)—and the ambivalence, if not hostility, among the competing rulemaking institutions.

II. ORGANIZING THEMES IN THE CIVIL PROCEDURE REVIVAL

Five themes have developed in the Court’s early cases that provide some perspective on the new developments in civil procedure. These themes do not necessarily link all the cases into a coherent whole, but they do provide some ideas around which to organize our understanding of the Court’s activity.

First, it is fair to call the Court’s interest in procedure a “revival,” because it comes after a substantial lull in procedure cases on the Court’s docket during the later years of the Rehnquist Court. The recent uptick is all the more striking. When in the October 2010

Term, the Court decided companion personal jurisdiction cases, it marked the Court’s first decisions on personal jurisdiction in more than twenty years. For perspective, Justice David Souter joined the Court in the fall of 1990 (five months after *Burnham*) and served for nineteen years, but he never decided a personal jurisdiction case, despite occasional explicit requests from lower-court judges for the Supreme Court to provide some definitive answers to lingering questions.

There were similar gaps in other areas. The Roberts Court decided its first case on Rule 15(c), controlling relation back of amended pleadings, in almost twenty years (and the first under the Rule as amended in 1991), and its first direct case on the *Erie–Hanna* doctrine in almost fifteen years. The Court also has resolved questions about procedural statutes that have lingered for decades. In 1958, Congress amended the diversity jurisdiction statute to define a corporation’s citizenship, in part, by its principal place of business; in 2009, the Court for the first time addressed and resolved the meaning of that term.

Second, the Court has tried to clean up doctrinal confusion created by its predecessor Courts. One area of clean-up, which I have written about previously, is jurisdictionality and the elimination of “drive-by jurisdictional rulings,” decisions in which a legal rule has been labeled as jurisdictional only through “unrefined” analysis.

---

without rigorous consideration of the label’s meaning or consequences.\textsuperscript{34} The Court has explicitly retreated from its own admittedly “profligate” and “less than meticulous” use of the word “jurisdiction,” making a deliberate, concerted move towards greater “discipline” in defining which rules are jurisdictional and which are not.\textsuperscript{35} Some Justices have even argued that these earlier drive-by rulings are no longer entitled to full precedential effect.\textsuperscript{36}

The Supreme Court also wants lower courts to follow its lead on this issue. It has taken on some cases explicitly to resolve jurisdictionality issues.\textsuperscript{37} In other cases, it has reached out to announce the proper characterization of a rule, even where its jurisdictional or non-jurisdictional nature was not at the heart of the case or even contested by the parties; the Court simply believed the lower court had mischaracterized the rule, wanted to signal the proper understanding going forward, and could do so without affecting the outcome.\textsuperscript{38} The Court is willing to correct what it views as doctrinal missteps in the lower courts, even when tangential to the broader issue in the case before it.

Third, the Court has made significant theoretical and doctrinal pronouncements, often producing dramatic theoretical and doctrinal shifts. The most-discussed example is pleading standards, which have generated something of a scholarly cottage industry.\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{34} Wasserman, \textit{Drive-By}, \textit{supra} note 13, at 947–48.
\textsuperscript{35} Henderson \textit{ex rel.} Henderson v. Shinseki, 131 S. Ct. 1197, 1202 (2011); Reed Elsevier, Inc. v. Muchnick, 130 S. Ct. 1237, 1244 (2010); Wasserman, \textit{Drive-By}, \textit{supra} note 13, at 947.
\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Reed Elsevier}, 130 S. Ct. at 1251 (Ginsburg, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment); Arbaugh v. Y & H Corp., 546 U.S. 500, 511 (2006); Wasserman, \textit{Drive-By}, \textit{supra} note 13, at 952, 967.
\textsuperscript{37} \textit{E.g.}, Henderson, 131 S. Ct. at 1200; Reed Elsevier, 130 S. Ct. at 1241; Arbaugh, 546 U.S. at 516.
The Rehnquist Court’s two statements on Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) and pleading—in 2002 and 1993—reaffirmed the Court’s historic decision in *Conley v. Gibson*, rejected heightened or fact pleading outside of fraud, and accepted that a complaint is sufficient unless it “appears beyond doubt that the pleader can assert no set of facts that would entitle him to relief.”\(^40\) True, the lower courts had frequently required plaintiffs to plead increasingly specific facts—so much so that Professor Chris Fairman labeled notice pleading a “myth.”\(^41\) But the Rehnquist Court twice rebuffed them.\(^42\)

But *Twombly* in 2007\(^43\) and *Iqbal* in 2009\(^44\) changed, or appeared to change, the pleading landscape. Read together, the cases gave the “no set of facts” standard its “retirement,”\(^45\) requiring instead that a pleading contain sufficient facts, accepted as true when pled in a non-conclusory manner, to enable a judge applying her own common sense and experience to conclude that it is plausible that a violation of the plaintiff’s rights had occurred.\(^46\) Part of what made *Twombly* (and subsequently *Iqbal*) so surprising is that the change came from nowhere, introducing entirely new concepts—

---


\(^45\) *Twombly*, 550 U.S. at 562–63.

nonconclusoriness and plausibility—that had not appeared in any pleading cases from any court.\textsuperscript{47}

Debate remains on whether \textit{Iqbal} and \textit{Twombly} actually changed anything district courts are doing on the ground beyond rhetoric.\textsuperscript{48} Nevertheless, the cases do represent a reversal of the dynamics between the Supreme Court and the lower courts. Rather than the Supreme Court rebuffing lower courts when they pushed pleading standards upward as in \textit{Leatherman} and \textit{Swierkiewicz}, the Court adopted the higher standards that some lower-court judges had been imposing, reversed two more permissive decisions by the lower courts in the process, and signaled to lower-court judges that the stricter approach some had been taking was appropriate under the Federal Rules.\textsuperscript{49}

We may see a similar theoretical and rhetorical shift in personal jurisdiction after \textit{McIntyre v. Nicastro}, where the Court considered whether a non-U.S. defendant could be subject to jurisdiction in New Jersey, when it never entered or sent its product there but instead sold throughout the United States through an Ohio distributor.\textsuperscript{50} Writing for a plurality, Justice Kennedy held there was no jurisdiction because the defendant had national contacts with the United States, but not with the forum state.\textsuperscript{51} Kennedy repeatedly spoke about personal jurisdiction in structural terms of judicial power, sovereignty and sovereign authority, submission by the defendant (through its conduct) to the power of the sovereign, and the invalidity of a “judgment rendered in the absence of authority.”\textsuperscript{52}

But, as Justice Ginsburg argued in dissent, this marked at least a rhetorical (if not substantive) departure from prevailing personal jurisdiction doctrine, which is grounded in due process concerns for foreseeability, reasonableness, and fundamental fairness, not the “reach” of a sovereign’s power or the defendant’s consent to that

\begin{flushleft}


\textsuperscript{51} Id. at 2790–91.

\textsuperscript{52} Id. at 2786–89.
\end{flushleft}
This new submission-to-authority language makes personal jurisdiction sound more like subject-matter jurisdiction, with the latter’s focus on structural adjudicative authority over a case.

There were hints of a different doctrinal shift in the companion personal jurisdiction case, which involved general jurisdiction in North Carolina over the Turkish subsidiary of an American company in a case arising from a tire that exploded in France. A unanimous Court appeared to narrow, if not outright reject, “doing business” general jurisdiction. That doctrine provides that a business entity could have continuous and systematic minimum business contacts with a forum that, if substantial enough, could subject it to jurisdiction in that forum for all purposes. Several lower courts, including the lower court in Goodyear, had carried that doctrine quite far. But the Supreme Court rejected this “sprawling” view of general jurisdiction. It drew a sharp line between general and specific personal jurisdiction and seemed to limit the former to the “paradigm” of the defendant’s home or places where it is “essentially at home.” These include an individual’s domicile and a business’s place of incorporation and principal place of business. But the Court never indicated whether home could go beyond those places. Even if doing substantial “continuous and

53. Id. at 2798–99 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
55. Id. at 2856–57.
59. Id. at 2853–54.
60. Id.
systematic" business in a state—operating stores, maintaining offices, and making sales—can create general jurisdiction, the Court left unexplained how much business is sufficient to render a defendant essentially at home in a state.61

Fourth, and relatedly, the Court has frequently painted with minimalist strokes in its procedure cases. As Cass Sunstein defines the concept, a minimalist court tries to say no more than necessary to resolve a case and justify an outcome, leaving as much as possible undecided.62 Courts do not decide issues that are not before them; they take cases as presented (presumably as framed by the litigants in the adversary process), decide only the piece of the puzzle presented, and leave other pieces for later resolution by other actors.63 This minimalist stance is not surprising. Roberts regularly espouses the virtues of minimalism, insisting, for example, "if it is not necessary to decide more [to dispose of a case], it is necessary not to decide more . . . ."64 He and Justice Alito (who joined the Court the same Term as Roberts65) both advocated such minimalism in their confirmation hearings66 and both have carved out uniquely narrow positions in some other areas.67


63. Cass R. Sunstein, One Case at a Time: Judicial Minimalism on the Supreme Court 3, 10–11 (1999); Barry Friedman, The Wages of Stealth Overruling (With Particular Attention to Miranda v. Arizona), 99 GEO. L.J. 1, 29 (2010); Moller, supra note 48, at 662; Rhodes, supra note 21 (manuscript at 4–5); Sunstein, supra note 62, at 2242.

64. PDK Labs., Inc. v. U.S. DEA, 362 F.3d 786, 799 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (Roberts, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment); Rhodes, supra note 21 (manuscript at 17–18). See also Chief Justice Says His Goal Is More Consensus on Court, N.Y. TIMES, May 22, 2006, at A16 (quoting Chief Justice Roberts’s comments at Georgetown University Law Center graduation).


66. Confirmation Hearing on the Nomination of Samuel A. Alito, Jr. to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 109th Cong. 343 (2006) (statement of J. Samuel A. Alito, Jr., Nominee to Be Associate Justice of the United States); Confirmation Hearing
But Supreme Court minimalism can be criticized for functionally shifting decision costs to other actors—namely lower courts and future litigants—without providing explicit guidance and forcing them to read between the lines to give content to the law, often at greater future expense.68 While the Court has reached out to create issues in some jurisdictionality cases, that weakness has been on display in many other procedural areas. For example, Twombly initially left as many questions as it resolved. Did it apply to all cases or only to antitrust cases?69 Did the Court impose heightened or fact pleading, something it explicitly disclaimed?70 Was Conley truly overruled or was Twombly simply an application of Conley, beyond rejecting the overstated (and arguably misunderstood71) "no set of facts" language? Did plausibility apply to pleadings other than complaints, such as answers and counterclaims, or to non-merits issues, such as jurisdictional allegations?72

Iqbal resolved some of those questions two years later: plausibility was the new standard for Rule 8(a)(2), and it definitely applied beyond antitrust.73 But other questions remained. Iqbal more explicitly emphasized the policy justifications underlying the

---

71. Sherwin, supra note 42, at 315–16.
new pleading standard: protecting certain high-ranking government defendants in certain cases from the purportedly overwhelming costs and burdens of discovery and litigation. That leaves lower courts to question whether the plausibility requirement perhaps should not apply in cases that do not implicate those policy concerns—non-discovery-intensive cases or cases not involving qualified immunity and sensitive, high-ranking government officials. Ultimately, *Iqbal*’s “extremely fuzzy content” makes it readily “susceptible to both permissive and restrictive interpretations” in later cases, facts, and contexts.

Minimalism’s gaps and shifted costs may be exacerbated by the Court’s failure to achieve a majority. Consider *McIntyre* again. In its 1987 *Asahi* decision, the Court left open whether a defendant established minimum contacts simply by placing a product into the stream of commerce knowing or expecting that it could end up in the forum (as four Justices, led by Justice Brennan, argued) or whether the defendant must do something more to intentionally serve or reach the forum (as four Justices, led by Justice O’Connor, argued). That dispute between “stream of commerce” and “stream of commerce plus” rattled around the lower courts for more than twenty years. In *McIntyre*, the New Jersey Supreme Court had discussed this long-standing debate and adopted “stream of commerce” as the approach

---

74. *Id.* at 1953–54.
75. *See* Smith v. Duffey, 576 F.3d 336, 340 (7th Cir. 2009) (Posner, J.) (suggesting that *Twombly* and *Iqbal* might not control where defendant is unlikely to face heavy burden of compliance with discovery demands or where case does not involve high-level government officials). *See also* Howard M. Wasserman, *Iqbal, Procedural Mismatches, and Civil Rights Litigation*, 14 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 157, 175 (2010) [hereinafter Wasserman, *Procedural Mismatches*] (discussing similar narrow approach to *Iqbal*, although emphasizing that nothing in the decision limits it in that way).
more consistent with the due process theory underlying personal jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{79}

The expectation when the Court took \textit{McIntyre} was that it would finally resolve the split. But it did not (or was unable to) do so. Four Justices again adopted stream-plus; Justice Kennedy’s plurality explicitly and sharply rejected the view that merely placing a product in the stream of commerce could be a sufficient contact, rejected the emphasis on a defendant’s expectations as opposed to intention, and labeled Justice Brennan’s stream of commerce view “inconsistent with the premises of lawful judicial power.”\textsuperscript{80} But Justices Breyer and Alito, although agreeing that jurisdiction was lacking, declined to resolve the debate, believing it unnecessary to decide the broad abstract legal question in a case in which, in their view, the absence of contacts with the forum state was clear.\textsuperscript{81}

In other words, after waiting twenty years to hear a personal jurisdiction case and taking a case that squarely presented the stream-stream-plus divide, the Court still left the issue unresolved. Lower courts might take cues from the plurality’s emphatic language, as well as its recasting of the doctrine in sovereignty terms, as a reason to move towards stream-plus. But this still imposes on lower courts the costs and burdens of reading tea leaves.

Of course, in civil procedure, as in other areas, the Court is minimalist, except when it is not.\textsuperscript{82} \textit{Wal-Mart v. Dukes} involved a massive sex-discrimination class action against a major nationwide corporation, making it the rare civil procedure case to draw significant scholarly and mainstream media coverage, which largely focused on its potential effect on substantive employment discrimination law.\textsuperscript{83} The district court had certified a nationwide

\textsuperscript{79} Nicastro, 987 A.2d at 589.
\textsuperscript{80} McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2784.
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Id.} at 2792–93 (Breyer, J., joined by Alito, J., concurring in the judgment).
class of nearly 1.5 million present and former Wal-Mart employees, who alleged that discretionary pay and promotion decisions by supervisors at different stores in different places at different times (pursuant to corporate policy delegating such decisions to local discretion) violated Title VII. The plaintiffs sought injunctive and declaratory relief, damages, and back pay.

The Court was unanimous that the class action could not be brought. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(2) by its terms permits only class actions for injunctive or declaratory relief, not individual monetary relief that is more than incidental to the equitable relief. Minimalism would dictate that the Court stop there. It had decided what it had to in order to reject the class action and resolve the question before it. The case should have been remanded for determination of whether the class could be maintained under a different part of Rule 23, namely Rule 23(b)(3), which permits class certification so long as the class action device is the best way to adjudicate the controversy and the common questions of law or fact predominate over any differences among class members.

But a five-Justice majority did not stop at this narrowest basis for decision. Instead, it reached out to decide additional issues. The Court had granted certiorari on whether the class satisfied the threshold in Rule 23(a)(2) that there be "questions of law or fact common to the class," although Wal-Mart had not raised that issue in its petition. The majority held that the class failed to meet this threshold; given the size and geographic spread of the class, differences among the class members, and differences among the


85. Id. at 2547.
86. Id. at 2557–59; id. at 2561 (Ginsburg, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
87. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3); Wal-Mart, 131 S. Ct. at 2547 n.1, 2561 (Ginsburg, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
88. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(a)(2).
actors and decisions being challenged, there was no commonality among the plaintiffs.90 This triggered a back-and-forth between Justices Scalia and Ginsburg over whether predominance—the balance of commonalities and differences among class claims and claimants—is properly part of the Rule 23(a)(2) commonality analysis, or whether that provision imposes a lower threshold, satisfied so long as there are some similar questions among class members.91 From a minimalist perspective, however, the additional discussion was inappropriate because it was unnecessary; the Court had already found a reason to reject the class and any further analysis should have been left to the lower courts on remand.92

The Court similarly split on what to decide in Camreta v. Greene.93 Before the Court was an appeal by a deputy sheriff and a child protective services caseworker from Oregon who together had interviewed a 14-year-old girl without a warrant or parental permission about alleged sexual abuse at the hands of her father.94 The officials had prevailed on qualified immunity grounds; the Ninth Circuit held that the defendants had violated the plaintiffs' Fourth Amendment rights in the warrantless seizure, but that it was not clearly established that such a seizure was unconstitutional.95 The plaintiffs did not seek review in the Supreme Court, but the defendants did, challenging the first-step determination that they had violated the plaintiffs' rights.96 A five-Justice majority first concluded that the Court could hear the appeal even from a victorious party in a qualified immunity case; a prevailing-party appeal was permissible under the Court's statutory jurisdictional grant97 and qualified immunity presented a "policy reaso[n] . . . of

91. Compare id. at 2556–57 (considering dissimilarities to determine whether there is a single common question with a common answer), with id. at 2565–67 (Ginsburg, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (arguing that Rule 23(a) examines only similarities among the plaintiffs).
92. Id. at 2561 (Ginsburg, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
94. Id. at 2027.
95. Id.
96. Id.
97. Id. at 2029–30. See 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1) (granting Supreme Court appellate jurisdiction “[b]y writ of certiorari granted upon the petition of any party”).
sufficient importance” to justify departing the settled prudential practice of not reviewing prevailing-party petitions. After all that, however, the Court dismissed the case as moot, because the plaintiff no longer resided in Oregon and was about to turn eighteen. Justice Sotomayor, joined by Justice Breyer, agreed that the case was moot and that the judgment should be vacated, but criticized the majority for taking on the complicated and uncertain threshold issue in a case in which there clearly was no longer a live case or controversy and thus no reason to explore the controversial appealability issue.

Fifth, the new civil procedure cases stand to be framed in unfortunately simplistic political terms as the Court’s conservative majority protecting big business, in keeping with their broader political and ideological preferences. Certainly corporate defendants prevailed in some of the more significant cases—such as Wal-Mart, McIntyre, Rent-A-Center, and Twombly. And the analysis in many cases has been favorable to, and applauded by, repeat-player defendants in modern litigation—notably business and government defendants—seeking relief from the burdens of litigation, discovery, and liability. Criticism of the new pleading regime has focused on its likely disparate impact on plaintiffs in civil rights and other cases in which a defendant’s state of mind is unknowable without the benefit of discovery, discovery now unavailable because the plaintiff is unable to sufficiently plead state of mind at the outset. The result in the eyes of many critics is a systematic slamming of the courthouse door. One might call this the ideological drift of civil procedure; conservative judges have adopted the idea once expressed

98. Id. at 2030 (alteration in original).
99. Id. at 2033–34.
100. Id. at 2036–37 (Sotomayor, J., concurring in the judgment).
by former Democratic Congressman John Dingell: "I'll let you write the substance...you let me write the procedure, and I'll screw you every time."\textsuperscript{104}

But a pure attitudinal model does not work in the main run of procedure cases, which have not been categorically political. Most have been unanimous or nearly unanimous,\textsuperscript{105} while in others the Court has broadly agreed on the outcome if not the reasoning.\textsuperscript{106} Consider that Justice Souter wrote, and Justice Breyer joined, the majority opinion in \textit{Twombly}. Of course, both subsequently dissented in \textit{Iqbal},\textsuperscript{107} perhaps suggesting that neither fully grasped what the Court was doing in the earlier case. Consider also the split in the non-minimalist case of \textit{Camreta}.\textsuperscript{108} Justice Kagan wrote for herself, Chief Justice Roberts, and Justices Scalia, Thomas, and Ginsburg to reach the appealability issue despite mootness; Justices Sotomayor and Breyer insisted it was unnecessary to reach the issue; and Justices Kennedy and Alito criticized the majority for reaching out to expand the Court's power to hear appeals from prevailing parties—which they believed was unsupported by text or precedent—and criticized existing qualified immunity doctrine.\textsuperscript{109}

Other cases have similarly broken against simplistic popular perceptions of ideological and political lines. In \textit{Shady Grove}, the Court held that Rule 23 governed certification of a class action on a state-law claim in federal court, trumping a state rule that would have prohibited such a class action.\textsuperscript{110} Justice Scalia wrote an

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{107} Clermont & Yeazell, \textit{supra} note 39, at 850.
\textsuperscript{108} \textit{Supra} notes 93--100 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{109} \textit{Camreta v. Greene} 131 S. Ct. at 2033; \textit{id.} at 2036--37 (Sotomayor, J., joined by Breyer, J., concurring in the judgment); \textit{id.} at 2038 (Kennedy, J., joined by Alito, J., dissenting).
\end{footnotesize}
opinion, joined by Chief Justice Roberts, Justices Thomas and Sotomayor, and Justice Stevens (in part), allowing the class action under the federal rule,111 while Justices Ginsburg and Breyer joined with Justices Kennedy and Alito in an opinion that would have forbidden it under the state rule.112

Adam Steinman argues that Shady Grove was a unique case that reversed the litigants' typical positions for federalism purposes, with the plaintiffs arguing for a uniquely plaintiff-friendly federal rule.113 But in the long run, plaintiffs are more likely to benefit from favorable state rules and thus more likely to want state law to apply in federal court, the position that the more liberal Justices Ginsburg and Breyer urged; looking forward, therefore, the line-up of the Justices makes ideological sense.114 On the other hand, odd line-ups just may be part of Erie-Hanna, which makes sense given its federalism grounding.115 We saw a similarly unexpected ideological divide fifteen years earlier in Gasperini v. Center for the Humanities—the Court's most recent Erie-Hanna case prior to Shady Grove.116 Justice Ginsburg wrote a majority opinion joined by Justices O'Connor, Kennedy, Souter, and Breyer requiring that a state tort-reform provision designed to reduce the size of damage awards—by enhancing the power of trial and appellate judges to review and reduce jury awards—must apply in federal court.117 Justice Scalia was joined in dissent by Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice Thomas, insisting that the more plaintiff-friendly federal rule—requiring deferential review of jury awards—should apply.118

Tellingly, however, the expected political divide does reveal itself in the most fundamental procedure cases, those touching on core issues at the heart of civil litigation and reflecting foundational divides about the purpose and operation of the civil justice system.

111. Id. at 1434.
112. Id. at 1459.
114. Id. at 1179.
115. Id. at 1180.
117. Id. at 418–19.
118. Id. at 448–49 (Scalia, J., joined by Rehnquist, C.J., and Thomas, J., dissenting).
The ideological 5–4 splits, in which the more conservative justices prevail, have not been random. The Court has divided sharply in cases addressing compelled arbitration of civil rights claims in lieu of litigation,\(^\text{119}\) class actions,\(^\text{120}\) and pleading in civil rights actions\(^\text{121}\)—all cases bluntly limiting certain plaintiffs’ access to the courts and constraining (as a legal or practical matter) the meaningful opportunity to obtain judicial remedies for violations of rights. It also is notable that among the four Justices with proceduralist backgrounds (Roberts, Ginsburg, Sotomayor, and Kagan), the Chief Justice has been in the majority in the ideological cases restricting court access and the other three have been in dissent or at least in meaningful substantive disagreement with the Court.\(^\text{122}\)

To the extent some procedure decisions can be explained as purely ideological, it reveals some continuity between the Roberts Court’s focus on civil procedure and its predecessor Court’s focus on, and antipathy towards, litigation in general. Andrew Siegel previously argued that a vast swath of the Rehnquist Court’s jurisprudence reflected “hostility” to litigation and an effort to reduce opportunities to pursue legal or public goals through the “social institution of litigation.”\(^\text{123}\) Siegel defined this hostility as an “attitudinal orientation” against the “complex of cultural attitudes about problem-solving, institutional arrangements, doctrinal rules, and professional roles that nourish our particular judicially focused dispute-resolution system.”\(^\text{124}\) That hostility explained doctrines as diverse as state sovereign immunity,\(^\text{125}\) private rights of action,\(^\text{126}\)
and attorneys’ fees. Siegel also found a political valence at least correlated to the outcomes of these cases, although this valence was of limited force because most cases were not bluntly political. Particularly absent in those decisions was any “handwringing over the denial of remedies to plaintiffs,” or any “sense of reluctance that symmetry or precedent requires an otherwise unpalatable result.”

The Roberts Court has shown similar hostility to litigation as a means of vindicating legal rights, the apparent difference being that this Court’s hostility manifests itself in general procedural doctrine. This ideological continuity is unsurprising, given that three members of the Rehnquist Court’s conservative wing remain on the Court, and the additions of Chief Justice Roberts (who replaced Chief Justice Rehnquist) and Justice Alito (who replaced Justice O’Connor) did not meaningfully alter the Court’s basic ideological balance. Note, however, that we have seen in some more recent cases handwringing over burdens on plaintiffs and possible denial of judicial access.

III. THE ROBERTS COURT AND OTHER RULEMAKING ACTORS

While the Roberts Court has taken a renewed leadership role in civil procedure, it is not the sole procedural rulemaker, and adjudication is not the only way, and arguably not the best way, to

128. Siegel, supra note 3, at 1126.
129. Id.
130. Cf. McIntyre v. Nicastro, 131 S. Ct. 2780, 2799–801 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (“Is not the burden on McIntyre UK to defend in New Jersey fair, i.e., a reasonable cost of transacting business internationally, in comparison to the burden on Nicastro to go to Nottingham, England to gain recompense for an injury he sustained using McIntyre’s product at his workplace in Saddle Brook, New Jersey?”).
131. See, e.g., Clermont & Yeazell, supra note 39, at 850 (arguing that rulemaking bodies, not courts, should have “hosted the discussion” of pleading standards); Lumen Mulligan & Glen Staszewski, An Agency Approach to the Supreme Court’s Interpretation of Procedural Rules, 59 UCLA L. REV. (forthcoming June 2012) (manuscript at 5), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1897864 (arguing that notice-and-comment rulemaking process of Civil Rules Advisory Committee is preferable to
make and elaborate on procedural rules. The early years of the Roberts Court have been marked by a great deal of procedural rulemaking outside of Supreme Court adjudication—by Congress, by all the actors in the REA process, and by lower courts, all often coming in response to the Court's adjudicative activity. This period also has been marked by some strained or uncertain interactions among the various procedural actors.

A. The Supreme Court and the Rules Enabling Act

The Roberts Court has been, at best, ambivalent towards the REA. Formally, the Court is statutorily charged with promulgating rules of procedure, with Congress reserving for itself only the power to disapprove the rules the Court has created.\(^{132}\) Practically, however, the process is controlled by the Standing Committee of the Judicial Conference and the Civil Rules Advisory Committee, which study, debate, draft, and approve rules through a lengthy, multi-stage notice-and-comment process that now takes, on average, two to three years.\(^{133}\) The Court does not review or approve potential rules until they have been through five levels of committee and public consideration and review. In fact, the Justices often see the Court's role as that of a mere conduit, not certifying the merits or wisdom of a particular rule or taking ownership of the underlying policies, but signaling only that the committees properly adhered to rulemaking processes.\(^{134}\)

The idea that the committees, rather than the Court itself, drive the rulemaking process arguably has affected the Court's recent procedural adjudication. Perhaps the Justices have realized that they wield greater, more direct power in an adjudicative posture,

---
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rather than the more complicated rulemaking posture, and have shifted their attention and efforts there. For example, while the Court narrowed Rule 23 and class actions in a number of decisions, including Wal-Mart\(^{135}\) and Concepcion,\(^{136}\) neither the committees nor the Court have altered that rule in any meaningful way, and its basic structure remains the same as when it was enacted in 1966.\(^{137}\)

Pleading again exemplifies the Roberts Court’s approach to adjudicative rulemaking. Prior to 2007, the Court had twice declined invitations to reject Conley or to demand anything more than a “short plain statement” in civil rights cases, both times directing normative arguments about the appropriate pleading standard to the REA process.\(^{138}\) But the Roberts Court displayed no such qualms or deference in Twombly or Iqbal.\(^{139}\) In fact, Twombly short-circuited a preliminary discussion of notice pleading by the Advisory Committee, a discussion tabled following the Court’s decisions.\(^{140}\) Critics of the new pleading regime have targeted this unexpected willingness to alter the pleading standard through adjudication rather than through rulemaking, criticizing the Court for making policy-based decisions without the benefit of policy-based evidence or the type of empirical study that the rulemaking process ensures.\(^{141}\)

Interestingly, some legislative proposals to undo Twombly and Iqbal would not have announced a new standard, but only reinstated the status quo prior to Twombly, sending the issue to the committees for more in-depth study and consideration.\(^{142}\)
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The Court, or at least Justice Scalia, is sending similarly mixed signals as to how much the committee process should influence adjudication of Federal Rules questions. Writing for the Court in *Wal-Mart* that Rule 23(a)(2)’s commonality requirement was not satisfied where there were significant differences among class members, Justice Scalia never mentioned, much less relied on, the Advisory Committee Notes to Rule 23 for guidance in understanding the meaning and scope of the rule or the role of predominance under 23(a) (as opposed to 23(b)). Later, he insisted that “it is the Rule itself, not the Advisory Committee's description of it, that governs” in rejecting the argument that a class could be certified under Rule 23(b)(2) where claims for monetary relief are tangential to claims for injunctive relief. Similarly, in *Krupski v. Costa Crociere*, Scalia flatly refused to join the portion of the majority opinion that examined the Advisory Committee Notes to Rule 15 to determine the scope and meaning of mistake in relation back. Scalia insisted that the Notes are equivalent to ordinary legislative history, which he famously rejects as antithetical to textualism in statutory interpretation.

But, as Catherine Struve has argued, the Advisory Committee Notes are not ordinary legislative history. Legislative history consists of reports by congressional committees and individual members’ floor-debate statements about a piece of legislation passed by two distinct houses of Congress; such statements may not reflect the views or intent of the enacting legislative body. By contrast, the Advisory Committee is a singular body that prepares the explanatory notes contemporaneously with the text of the rule and both the text and Notes travel through the REA process together. *Krupski* marked just the second time that Justice Scalia had explicitly rejected use of the Advisory Committee Notes in this way, while he
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has over the years written or joined multiple decisions that have cited
and relied on the Notes for interpretive authority.\textsuperscript{149}

Stricter textualism in rule interpretation also revives the
debate over how much interpretive leeway the Court should have. In
one view, the Court, being both rule interpreter and formal rulemaker
under the REA, has broader interpretive license; because the Court is
the source of the Rule, the separation of powers concerns triggered
by overly liberal statutory interpretation are absent.\textsuperscript{150} The
competing, and more recent, view accounts for the actual REA
process and the power the committees wield, insisting that the Court
owes a greater level of deference to the committees.\textsuperscript{151} In seeming to
favor the former position and seize greater interpretive latitude,
while also rejecting or limiting the persuasive or interpretive force of
the Advisory Committee Notes, the Court may be attempting to
wrest rulemaking away from the REA and the committees. By
elaborating on the rules through narrower, minimalist adjudication,
the Court itself makes new rules while circumventing the committees
and the interest-group conflicts built into the REA process.\textsuperscript{152}

While the Court grapples with the appropriate balance
between adjudication and rulemaking, the REA process has been as
active as ever. The prior six years have seen a number of significant
amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The most
notable was the Restyling Project, effective in December 2007,
which rewrote all the rules in clearer, more modern language and
organization, without changing the meaning or understanding of the
rules.\textsuperscript{153} There were major changes to the text of Rule 56 on
summary judgment, designed to bring the rule in line with practice
that had followed court-pronounced procedures;\textsuperscript{154} to all the

\textsuperscript{149} Id. at 1161–63.
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discovery rules to provide for disclosure and discovery of electronically stored information;\textsuperscript{155} and to the basic rules for amending pleadings.\textsuperscript{156} These changes show the modern rulemaking process at work—a several-year process of multi-layered study, public input, empirical analysis, and consideration of the broad interaction of different rules and the body of the rules as a whole. Interestingly, the Rules Committee has not gone beyond preliminary discussion of \textit{Iqbal} and \textit{Twombly}, seemingly waiting for “convincing empirical evidence that the cases are impacting dismissal practice” before making a serious move to alter Rule 8(a) to override or affirm those decisions.\textsuperscript{157} The Committee also may recognize that the Court—which still must sign off on any changes to the Rules—is unlikely to approve amendments that so quickly overturn its own decisions.\textsuperscript{158}

Of course, the Court has not abandoned its rulemaking authority and still defers to its own rulemaking process, particularly where Congress appears to have expressed a recent preference for that move. \textit{Mohawk Industries v. Carpenter} considered the scope of the judge-made collateral order doctrine, an interpretation of the final judgment rule that permits immediate appellate review of some otherwise non-dispositive trial court decisions.\textsuperscript{159} The Court unanimously declined to allow immediate review of orders rejecting assertions of attorney-client privilege.\textsuperscript{160} Critical to its analysis were two recent congressional delegations of authority to the Court to enact (through the REA process) rules defining finality\textsuperscript{161} and establishing additional grounds for interlocutory appeals.\textsuperscript{162} Those statutes, and the congressional assumption that the Court would act on those new delegations, limited the appropriateness of judge-made appealability doctrines. Writing for the Court, Justice Sotomayor
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emphasized the "important virtues" of rules enacted through the REA, drawing as it does on the "collective experience of [the] bench and bar" and "facilitat[ing] the adoption of measured, practical solutions." Justice Thomas concurred to make that point even more emphatically. He insisted that Congress's delegations are entitled to full respect and that the policy judgments inherent in deciding what issues should be subject to immediate review should be left entirely to the rulemaking process and never addressed through judge-made collateral-order doctrine analysis, as the majority did even in rejecting the appeal.

B. The Supreme Court and the Lower Courts

The Supreme Court is not the only court engaged in procedural rulemaking via adjudication. Most procedural questions are decided in the lower federal courts, particularly by district court judges addressing issues that cannot be appealed and remain entirely in the district courts’ hands. In fact, two commentators argue that because the lower courts are available to handle routine procedural adjudication and interpretation of the Rules, the Supreme Court should spend less time in its adjudicative role and more time on procedural rulemaking as the leader of the REA process.

The best adjudication occurs when the Supreme Court clears up confusion or inconsistencies among the lower courts and leaves them with a clearer rule to apply going forward. For example, the Court’s recent decisions on jurisdictionality remind lower courts to avoid imprecise jurisdictional rulings by adopting a narrow view of what rules genuinely control adjudicative authority. Those efforts appear to be working. For example, a Third Circuit panel overturned two of its own precedents in holding that statutory limits on the extraterritorial application of federal antitrust laws went to the merits
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rather than adjudicative jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{167} The court justified its
decision by citing more recent Roberts Court decisions, which,
though not involving antitrust laws, reflect a consistent trend towards
narrowing what is jurisdictional and a sharper recognition that
extraterritoriality (of all statutes) must be read as a merits
limitation.\textsuperscript{168} The decision initially created a multi-way split on the
issue.\textsuperscript{169} But lower courts are reading the same signals from the
Supreme Court and appear ready to resolve the split themselves. The
Seventh Circuit, one court on the opposite side of the split with the
Third Circuit, soon acknowledged that recent Supreme Court
decisions have called into question its jurisdictional view of
extraterritoriality of antitrust laws.\textsuperscript{170}

Another success in this regard is \textit{Hertz Corp. v. Friend}, in
which the Court clarified the meaning of "principal place of
business" as a place of corporate citizenship for diversity
jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{171} The lower courts had overcomplicated the question,
adopting multi-factor tests and consistently adding new factors and
combinations of factors in deciding principal place.\textsuperscript{172} The result
was an approach "at war with administrative simplicity" that "has
failed to achieve a nationally uniform interpretation of federal
law."\textsuperscript{173} The Court entered this debate explicitly to establish a
clearer, less administratively complex, generally obvious rule that
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lower courts could apply in a nationally uniform manner.\textsuperscript{174} It turned to a much simpler, more straightforward definition of principal place of business as the singular “place where a corporation’s officers direct, control, and coordinate the corporation’s activities.”\textsuperscript{175}

At the same time, the Supreme Court has been ambivalent towards the lower courts’ role in interpreting and applying procedural rules. \textit{Twombly} and \textit{Iqbal} were explicitly concerned with civil litigation and burdensome discovery interfering with business activities and the ability of high-ranking government officials to perform their public functions.\textsuperscript{176} One answer, suggested by Justice Stevens, was to depend on trial judges to engage in managerial judging—to exercise their discretion to tightly control and narrow discovery in appropriate cases.\textsuperscript{177} But the majority would have none of it. During argument in \textit{Iqbal}, Justice Scalia put it most pointedly: “Well, I mean, that’s lovely, that—that the—the ability of the Attorney General and Director of the FBI to—to do their jobs without having to litigate personal liability is dependent upon the discretionary decision of a single district judge.”\textsuperscript{178} In fact, careful case management was particularly ineffective in civil rights cases involving executive qualified immunity.\textsuperscript{179} Ironically, of course, the solution for this distrust of trial judges’ case-management abilities was to vest those same judges with broad discretion to parse pleadings and evaluate the plausibility of allegations through the exercise of their personal judicial experiences and common sense.\textsuperscript{180}

Distrust aside, lower courts bear primary responsibility for making the Court’s procedural pronouncements work on the ground. The assumption underlying the flood of scholarship that followed \textit{Iqbal} and \textit{Twombly} was that the cases worked a major, dramatic
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change in pleading law.\textsuperscript{181} The issue for the lower courts was to figure out the degree: what the cases actually meant, what they would bring about on the ground, how they would change pleading and civil litigation for better or for worse, and what category of cases would be particularly hard hit.\textsuperscript{182} But no one could say for certain what lower courts would do with these “deeply inscrutable” decisions.\textsuperscript{183}

Scholars and policymakers have sought to measure the effect on the lower courts, but studies have yielded inconsistent conclusions that often turn on the methodology used and the framing of the results.\textsuperscript{184} Two findings have been consistent. One is an increase in 12(b)(6) activity in the district courts, meaning an increase in the filing of motions to dismiss.\textsuperscript{185} The second, especially prominent in a study by the Federal Judicial Center for the Advisory Committee, and somewhat corroborated in others, is that the increase in the granting of 12(b)(6) motions has largely been on
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grants with leave to amend—that is, with the plaintiff having an opportunity to replead and correct the defects in the pleading.186

Both findings make intuitive sense. If Iqbal and Twombly signal to lower-court judges that their prior, stricter approach was authorized by Rule 8(a)(2), the decisions also incentivize defense lawyers to at least explore early dismissal. But Twombly and Iqbal were about factual sufficiency in complaints—the amount of fact and detail that plaintiffs must plead to state a claim and get to discovery. A factual-insufficiency dismissal typically should be accompanied by an opportunity to replead and add (if possible) greater detail to cure the defect.187 This suggests an unexpected dynamic in the lower courts: courts are granting motions to dismiss, but are dismissing without prejudice and giving plaintiffs additional opportunities to plead the necessary facts, rather than dismissing the complaint entirely.188 Lower court judges now may be seeking some balance in the face of charges that Iqbal slammed the courthouse doors on plaintiffs. Complaints will be dismissed, but plaintiffs will be given additional opportunities to get it right. Meanwhile, the ironic effect is increased litigation costs, shifted away from discovery (which is what motivated the majorities in both Iqbal and Twombly and what concerned many commentators189) and into the threshold pleading stage.

One might argue that giving plaintiffs an opportunity to replead to try to state a claim means the harsh effects of Iqbal have been mitigated.190 But there are problems with that argument. First, the
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initial Federal Judicial Center (FJC) study showed that amended complaints were more likely to be dismissed without leave to amend.\footnote{191} This suggests that while courts give plaintiffs additional opportunities to cure defects, at some point, perhaps as soon as the first amended complaint, a plaintiff runs out of chances and the courthouse door is shut by the higher pleading standard. Second, a follow-up FJC study released in November 2011 found that the opportunity to amend did produce a statistically significant reduction in the overall rate of movant advantage and success on 12(b)(6).\footnote{192} But this cannot necessarily account for cases in which plaintiffs were deterred from repleading after the first dismissal, resigned to being unable to marshal the necessary information or resources to overcome the inevitable successive motion to dismiss.\footnote{193}

Four years after Twombly and two years after Iqbal, we do not see any particular pattern in the lower courts. Perhaps lower courts are still undertaking the difficult task of working out the precedent. Perhaps, as Marc Moller argues, the Court simply “intervene[d] against a set stage of heterogeneous lower court practice” and “provide[d] formal cover for that heterogeneity.”\footnote{194} Perhaps we will see not common trends, but rather continued heterogeneity and variance among cases and courts. At a minimum, Iqbal has empowered district judges resolving 12(b)(6) motions to rely on their common sense and judicial experience, an inherently discretionary inquiry likely to produce just such variance.\footnote{195} Or perhaps it just takes longer to identify any consistent or widely common trends in the lower courts.\footnote{196}
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Krupski v. Costa Crociere provides another example of lower-court judges working out the precise scope of a Supreme Court decision. Krupski adopted an expansive interpretation of the “mistake concerning the proper party’s identity” prong for relating back amendments under Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ii).\footnote{197} A mistake occurs, the Court held, whenever a party “misunderstood crucial facts” regarding potential defendants’ liability and thus failed to name a possibly liable person, in contrast to a “fully informed decision” not to pursue a particular person as a defendant.\footnote{198} The Court cited several dictionary definitions of mistake, including one calling it “a wrong action or statement proceeding from faulty judgment, inadequate knowledge or inattention.”\footnote{199} The broad analysis turned on the goals of relation back—balancing the defendant-protective policies underlying statutes of limitations with the preference in Rule 15 for resolution on the merits that demanded a broad understanding of when a mistake has occurred.\footnote{200}

One question that has long confounded lower courts is whether a plaintiff makes a mistake when she sues a John Doe or pseudonymous defendant, where the defendant’s true identity is not known to the plaintiff at the time of filing the original complaint. Prior to Krupski, most courts had held that lack of knowledge is not a mistake under Rule 15, thus an amended complaint could not relate back when the plaintiff later discovers Doe’s real name.\footnote{201} Krupski did not involve an unknown defendant, but the Court’s expansive, policy-based understanding of mistake has caused some district

courts to reconsider, creating a new split.\footnote{Daniel v. City of Matteson, No. 09-cv-3171, 2011 WL 198132, at *4 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 18, 2011) (holding that relation back unequivocally requires mistake and lack of knowledge as to proper defendant is not a mistake), and Dominguez v. City of New York, No. 10 Civ. 2620, 2010 WL 3419677, at *2–3 (E.D.N.Y. Aug 27, 2010) (same), with Archibald v. City of Hartford, 274 F.R.D. 371, 377–78 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) (discussing whether Krupski changes analysis of whether lack of knowledge of defendant’s name constitutes mistake), and Bishop v. Best Buy Co., No. 08 Civ. 8427, 2010 WL 4159566, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 13, 2010) (same).} If a mistake is a failure to name a party as a result of anything less than a fully informed decision, including insufficient knowledge of some fact, there is no reason that lack of knowledge of the defendant’s actual name can never be a mistake.

C. The Court and Congress

Congress has also become more active in procedural rulemaking. The most prominent piece of procedural legislation was the Class Action Fairness Act of 2005, which pushed large-money state-law class actions from state to federal court by granting federal jurisdiction on minimal diversity.\footnote{28 U.S.C. §§ 1332(d), 1453 (2006).} The Court has yet to directly handle a CAFA case, other than to note its inapplicability to the class actions that had reached the Court.\footnote{Smith v. Bayer Corp., 131 S. Ct. 2368, 2376 (2011). Smith held that the Anti-Injunction Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2283, barred a federal court, which had rejected class certification under Rule 23, from enjoining a substantially identical state-court class action. Id. The state class action in Smith was not removable because there was only minimal diversity, but it likely would have been removable under CAFA; this indicates that future defendants will not have to worry about parallel or duplicative state class actions, and the need for a federal injunction of state litigation likely will not arise. Id. at 2381–82 & n.12.} Senator Al Franken has pushed back against decisions favoring arbitration over litigation, sponsoring a successful amendment to the 2010 Defense Appropriations Bill that limited the power of federal-government contractors to compel arbitration,\footnote{Franken Amendment, S. Amend. 2588, to Department of Defense Appropriations Act, 2010, H.R. 3326, 111th Cong. § 8116(a)(1) (2009).} and proposing an amendment to the Federal Arbitration Act prohibiting corporations from compelling
employees to arbitrate civil rights, sexual harassment, and assault claims.\textsuperscript{206}

Congress also must confront procedural concerns when trying to respond to the Court on substantive matters. In \textit{Morrison v. National Australian Bank}, the Court held that the extraterritorial application of § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 was a merits question,\textsuperscript{207} but that § 10(b) and Rule 10-b(5) (promulgated under § 10(b) and coextensive with it) did not apply to misconduct by foreign defendants who harmed foreign plaintiffs in securities transactions on foreign exchanges.\textsuperscript{208} In § 929P(b) of the 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Congress attempted to overturn \textit{Morrison} and give federal securities fraud law extraterritorial reach.

Congress did so by amending the jurisdictional provisions in three securities statutes, granting district courts jurisdiction over actions initiated by the government concerning “conduct occurring outside the United States that has a foreseeable effect within the United States” or “within the United States that constitutes significant steps in furtherance of the violation, even if the securities transaction occurs outside the United States and involves only foreign investors.”\textsuperscript{209} But Congress failed to amend § 10(b), the substantive securities fraud provision interpreted in \textit{Morrison} as not having extraterritorial application. Substantive federal securities fraud law, as interpreted, thus remains unamended, unaltered, and, under \textit{Morrison}, without extraterritorial reach. In other words, federal district courts have adjudicative jurisdiction over certain extraterritorial cases, but no substantive federal law applies extraterritorially or prohibits extraterritorial behavior.
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Congress failed to recognize the Court’s broader procedural agenda of eliminating imprecise “drive-by jurisdictional rulings.”210 The Court needs Congress to be similarly cautious in what it legislatively labels as jurisdictional—Congress must avoid enacting drive-by jurisdictional statutes.211 But § 929P is just such a drive-by enactment; it attempts to achieve substantive results by tinkering with jurisdiction without actually altering substantive legal rules. Congress completely missed what the Court signaled in Morrison; it read only the substance of the Court’s extraterritoriality analysis and sought to override that, but missed the finer, equally important, procedural point about jurisdictionality that should have told Congress how to amend substantive legal rules.

A different, potentially more significant, trend is Congressional efforts to engage more directly with the Federal Rules beyond its limited role in the REA process212 by amending the Rules via ordinary bicameral legislation. These proposals are frequently made and discussed, although they are never enacted or seriously pursued. Former Senator Arlen Specter was the driving force behind several Senate efforts to undo Twombly and Iqbal and return to the pleading regime established by Rule 8(a)(2) and Conley.213 In 2011, the Republican-controlled House introduced the Lawsuit Abuse Reduction Act (LARA), comprehensive tort-reform legislation that included amendments to Rule 11 making sanctions for frivolous filings mandatory rather than discretionary, focusing sanctions on compensating the party that sought the sanctions rather than deterring future misconduct, and making imposition of attorneys’ fees the common and preferred sanction.214

This competing congressional activity demonstrates that there is no essential political valence behind legislative efforts to control
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procedural rules; it merely depends on the rules targeted. Democrats seek to overturn Supreme Court interpretations of rules seen as anti-plaintiff, while Republicans seek to change REA-promulgated rules to the benefit of business defendants. Notably, both proposals reflect congressional ambivalence towards the REA—LARA appears borne of the concern that interest-group politics within the REA process would defeat any proposal for a stricter Rule 11, while proposals addressing pleading standards assume that the Court is unlikely to approve a rule overturning its recent judicial interpretations.

Congress’s new procedural engagement gives the Court another actor to which to punt procedural questions, beyond resolving them itself or sending them to the Rules Committee. For example, Justice Kennedy’s plurality opinion in McIntyre suggested that Congress might enact a statute establishing personal jurisdiction in federal court in diversity cases based on national contacts, even if the defendant lacks contacts with the forum state or any other single state.

The choice to direct the issue to Congress is telling. There is a nice question whether the Court (or, more fundamentally, the rulemaking committees) could provide via the REA for national-contacts jurisdiction in diversity cases. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(k)(2) already allows for such personal jurisdiction in federal question cases. Enacting a similar provision for diversity cases through the Federal Rules raises REA concerns, while doing so via statute raises Erie federalism and choice of law issues. More fundamentally, deferring the issue of national contacts to Congress or the REA process still leaves open the very issue that has divided lower courts—whether jurisdiction based on national contacts, even if statutorily authorized, comports with due process, a
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IV. CONCLUSION

Perhaps calling the Roberts Court's recent activity a civil procedure "revival" overstates things. The Rehnquist Court did not entirely ignore civil procedure. Procedure cases remain a small part of the Court's already small docket. Nevertheless, more than twenty procedure cases on in six years is not insignificant.

Concurring in the judgment in McIntyre, Justice Breyer expressed uncertainty as to how the current personal-jurisdiction framework works (or does not work) in light of modern technology, communications, travel, and commerce, hinting that he, too, would be open to reconsidering and changing the analysis if presented with a more modern case. Breyer called on the Court to find a case implicating those modern issues quickly, so the Court might fully air and resolve those questions. The irony, of course, is that modern technology, communications, travel, and commerce make it easier for people and entities to reach into and engage in foreign forums through their conduct and also to litigate there, arguably pushing the doctrine towards a greater focus on foreseeability, convenience, and fundamental procedural fairness and a lesser focus on concepts...
such as sovereign authority, consent, and submission to power that dominate Justice Kennedy’s plurality.227 In any event, expect the Court to take up personal jurisdiction again soon; we might even see the next decade repeat the 1980s, when the Court decided many of its canonical personal jurisdiction cases.228

And it is not only about personal jurisdiction, as the October 2011 Term again includes several cases addressing core procedural and jurisdictional issues.229 In addition, the Court reached out to pronounce that the First Amendment’s ministerial exemption to federal employment law is a constitutional affirmative defense to the merits of a discrimination claim and not a limit on the court’s adjudicative jurisdiction,230 continuing its drive to clarify the line between jurisdiction and merits.231

Moreover, the Roberts Court, in its current or in ideologically similar form, likely will last for another generation. Five of the nine justices are under the age of sixty-five; four have served six years or
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fewer, including three of the Justices whose backgrounds evince a unique interest in civil litigation and its processes. In short, there is good reason to expect the Roberts Court to continue the civil procedure revival and to continue making procedure a central part of its jurisprudential agenda.
